Applications of Medicinals with Classical Formulas is the author’s second work on the differentiation of patterns and clinical applications of medicinals by the medical sage Zhang Zhong-jing.

This book introduces and explains 23 commonly used medicinals. Each medicinals is introduced with its clinical application and related classical formulas as recorded in the classic Cold Damage and Essentials from the Golden Cabinet.

The author’s own experiences and directions are highlighted alongside, with well selected case examples and quotations from peer practitioners and ancient physicians.

The structure and hierarchical information format makes the book easy to learn from and very user friendly. Hence it can be used as an accessible textbook and a practical reference book, which is suitable for students, clinicians, and scientific researchers, as well as amateur enthusiasts of Chinese Medicine.

Features
> 23 commonly used medicinals with related classical formulas recorded in Treatise on Cold Damage and Essentials from the Golden Cabinet
> The author’s own experiences and directions
> Well selected case examples
> Quotations from peer practitioners and ancient physicians
> Hierarchical information format, easy to learn from and user friendly
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